Duress Systems for ANY Environment!

Hotels
Secure your staff with a Wireless Duress System from BEC. Using a proprietary wireless frequency, our system provides a reliable signal to any-sized facility, without using your facility's network or WiFi.

Input to Output:
Transmitters include:
- Emergency buttons
- Motion detectors
- Pendants
- Smoke detectors
- Access control alerts

Receivers include:
- Smartphone app
- Telephones
- Pagers
- LED scrolling display
- Two-way Radio

Manage and monitor the system from either a PC, or Desk Console.
BEC will help design and pre-program a system that fits your requirements! Contact one of our experienced system designers TODAY!

Schools

Courthouses

Malls

...And More!
Secure & Protect your staff with a Wireless Emergency Panic Button System from BEC!

Standard Features:
- User-replaceable batteries
- Low battery alerts
- Easy user programming
- Statistical call reports
- **Does not use WiFi** - 900MHz Spread Spectrum Technology
- Mobile apps & pagers
- Calls to smartphone
- Wireless pendants, belt & wrist transmitters
- Can be adapted to any sized building with repeaters/beacons
- Pre-programming available!

Give one of our experienced system designers a call TODAY!
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